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by download 076 separately, from a more general, -free perspective. In the past, I have used other Windows operating systems, and using them for several months or a couple years and
switching to another Windows os I could never really settle in. Someone recommended I try Puppy Linux out, and with using Puppy I now I have a great OS. After finishing up all my
work on my main laptop I have wiped it clean (I have a 1TB SSD with 16GB RAM) and installed my puppy OS. After a few minutes of Googleing, I found this amazing little OS called
"Puppy Linux 5. This is a live-CD based computer. The CD-ROM contains a basic Linux installation. Installing The Puppy Linux OS, from the live CD-ROM, involves pressing the install
button. The machine boots from CD-ROM, and the install routine is started. In a few minutes, the installation process is completed, and the OS is fully installed. You can use the
computer right away with the CD-ROM in the drive, or you can perform an "auto" boot. A "Main Menu" opens. The Menu offers 4 main choices: "1. "2. "3. "4. I decided to use the option
called "Puppy Linux Install" and the "demo" option. When I press "Install", the machine reboots and a prompt comes up (not the one you are used to). The prompt says "root@r:~#".
After entering my root password, the program proceeds to install the system, update, and configure programs for you. When the program is finished, you are presented with a a "Grub
Menu" (boot loader) which allows you to select the OS running on the computer. Puppy Linux version 5.1.1 was the most recent version I could find on the Net. The installation program
completes within 3 hours. The system boots perfectly (no glitches), and is very easy to use. One thing I really like about Puppy is its small size. With the small size comes some
restrictions though. If you open any "hex editor", you cannot run the application. You can download the "HeKXwR" (hex reader) application from the Puppy Linux website. It will solve
this problem. Pupp
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